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 WRIA 9 Implementation Technical Committee  

Meeting Summary – September 28, 2016 9:00-Noon 

King Street Center, 8th Floor Conference Room 

Attendees:  Brian Anderson, Boeing; Kerry Bauman, King County; Karen Bergeron, WRIA 9; Mason Bowles, 
King County; Larry Fisher, WDFW; Chris Gregersen, King County; Kollin Higgins, King County; Josh Kahan, 
King County; Matt Knox, City of Kent; Kathy Minsch, City of Seattle; Joan Nolan, Ecology; Elissa Ostergaard, 
WRIA 9; Tyler Patterson, Tacoma Public Utilities; Mike Perfetti, City of Tukwila; Scott Powell, Seattle City 
Light; Jennifer Rice, King County;  
 

Lower Green River habitat use by juvenile salmonids – Chris Gregersen 

Chris gave a presentation about King County’s Retrospective monitoring project, which was done 

in 2014 and assessed differences in habitat and fish use of different types of bank stabilization and 

restoration projects in the Lower Green. Along with this project, engineered sites at Reddington 

were sampled for part of post-project monitoring. Also, WRIA 9 paid for an additional 5 sites to be 

sampled to further understand fish use of unique habitats, as well as provide pre project data for 

future restoration projects.  

The Retrospective project itself was designed to assess different bank types. These were divided 

into Control, Reference, and Treatment sites, with treatment sites being further divided into King 

County and Army Corps sites. Control sites referred to standard riprap-only lined banks and levees 

constructed pre- 1990’s. Reference sites were those without any type of bank stabilization, and 

also featured some level of mature vegetation. Treatment sites were bio-engineered levees and 

repairs, and featured anchored wood in addition to riprap as well as a planted mid slope bench. 

These bio-engineered levees were implemented beginning in the 1990’s as a way to help provide 

habitat as well as bank protection. A total of 45 sites were sampled, including 13 triplicates 

(grouped control/treatment/reference), and 3 duplicates (treatment/control).  

Fish sampling was done by R2 and King County, using a backpack electrofishing unit on a cataraft, 

with findings reported in catch per unit effort (CPUE). Within the retrospective sites, we found that 

sites constructed by the Corps have statistically higher CPUE for Chinook than King County sites. 

Also, shallower depths and less overhanging vegetative cover were associated with significantly 

higher CPUE for Chinook and coho. Significantly more low velocity habitat was found at treatment 

and reference sites than control sites, and significantly more LWD was found at treatment sites 

than reference and control (though this included chained and placed wood).  

Chris explained that there were some caveats that could explain these findings. The Corps typically 

chains their logs parallel to shore, whereas King County buried their logs into the toe of the levee. 

The parallel logs often provided a small depositional area behind the logs that juvenile salmonids 

were utilizing. As far as overhanging cover, this could likely be a result of very low sampling 

efficiency associated with sampling overhead cover. Often it was just not possible to get close to 

the bank where juveniles would be with the overhanging cover present.   

A total of 4 sites were sampled at Reddington post-construction to assess constructed habitats as 

well as compare them to nearby control and reference sites. These sites included a side channel 
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outlet, 2 alcoves behind installed rock barbs, and 1 bench. We found that Chinook CPUE was 

significantly higher at Reddington sites than both nearby control and reference sites.  

The WRIA 9 sponsored sites were sampled to help understand fish use of uncommon habitats in 

the Lower Green and to collect pre-project data. 5 sites were sampled: the Riverview side channel, 

Mill Creek mouth, Teufel, and Downey. These sites were then compared to 15 nearby sites (5 

control/treatment/reference groups) as well as the Reddington sites. Chris is still working on the 

report, but his preliminary findings show that the highest mean CPUE values were at the Riverview 

side channel, followed by Reddington then treatment sites. He also found that Coho CPUE was 

highest in the Mill Creek mouth. These findings show the value of off-channel and floodplain 

habitats for Chinook in the lower Green river.  

Program Implementation Survey- preliminary results for discussion 

Elissa discussed preliminary results for the Implementation survey that Maureen Judge developed, 

and she has been working on with the help of Tyler and Kathy. The 2015 program implementation 

survey focused on implementation rates of the 26 programs included in the plan (16 watershed-

wide and 10 sub-watershed programs). The survey was sent out to jurisdictions and a few 

nonprofits within the watershed. Elissa is looking to use this in the plan update and get everyone’s 

input before the results are finalized. The survey is long and detailed, but Elissa gave some 

highlights of the survey which were discussed as follows: 

 Programs with the highest rate of implementation 

o WW-12 - Improve enforcement of existing land use and other regulations – 100% 
implementation 

o WW-6 - Promote better volunteer carwash practices – 94% implementation  
o WW-13 - Increase use of low impact development and porous concrete – 82% 

implementation 
o WW-8 - Increase involvement of volunteers in habitat stewardship – 76% 

implementation 
o WW-4 - Increase/Expand the Natural Yard Care Program for single family 

homeowners – 76% implementation 

 Programs with the lowest rate of implementation 

o WW-14 – Provide incentives for developers to follow Built Green (tm) checklist sections 
benefiting salmon – 18% implementation 

o WW-11 – Expand existing incentives and develop new incentives for property owners to 
protect salmon habitat – 24% implementation.  

o WW-9 - Green/Duwamish Volunteer Revegetation Program - partnership between the 
USACOE and local jurisdictions – 25% implementation 

o WW-1 - Conduct Shoreline Stewardship Workshops and Outreach – 29% implementation 
o WW-2 (C): Increase/Expand Indoor Water Conservation Programs – 41% implementation 

 Some programs may not be implemented by a jurisdiction, but by the KCD or another 

group instead. Also some may not currently be implemented due to lack of capacity.  

 In the document, each program is broken down the same way, showing a pie chart of 

implementation, and a bar graph of priority rankings for all jurisdictions. The group had a 

few layout suggestions.  
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 Kollin had asked if there is going to be an effort to add or remove programs from the list. 

Elissa clarified that this is one of the reasons for doing this survey as well as the one in 

2007, so we can get an idea of how these programs are being implemented and whether 

we should be pursuing more outreach or other methods for implementation. Kathy 

suggested that maybe we should focus more on working with jurisdictions to 

help/encourage implementation of programs. Josh mentioned that he would like to see 

focus put on programs that really support salmon recovery and have a more direct benefit. 

 There were concerns that for WW12 (Improve enforcement of existing land use and other 

regulations), the graph shows 100% enforcement but this is not what some members have 

observed. It is possible that the survey was set up in a way that allowed vague or 

incomplete responses, since some stated that there seems to be little or no enforcement 

going on. Larry mentioned that the King County court system is not accepting hydraulic 

code violations from WDFW unless they can actually show dead fish, which has hindered 

their ability to enforce violations. WDFW is currently working on a proposal to change the 

RCW so that they can gain civil authority and have their own enforcement for HPA’s.  

Elissa wrapped up and proposed that we have a brainstorming session at an ITC meeting where we 

might look at programs on the list, see what’s important, and think of any additional programs or 

priorities we might add. We may also attempt to rank them in order of importance. 

  

Changes in our understanding of Chinook and their habitats within WRIA 9- Kollin Higgins 

Kollin presented and discussed his first outline of a white paper meant to evaluate any new 

literature and knowledge since 2004 when the state of the salmon science was last compiled by 

the WRIA. The intent of the paper is to synthesize any information that could help the WRIA 

change any programs, policies, or project rankings. This paper is 1 of 3 white papers that we will 

write as part of the habitat plan update, the others being climate change and water quality.  

Kollin presented a draft list of topics as well as a list of relevant literature (and it was sent via 

email). The draft list included the following topics: 

1. A recap of life histories in the basin and VSP concepts 

2. Fish Passage Issues 

a. Fish passage at the dam 

b. Black River pump station 

3. Habitat/Productivity Issues 

a. Joe Anderson’s work on the middle Green productivity 

b. Draft data from MIT for smolt trapping on Soos and Newaukum 

c. Retrospective study  

d. Otolith work from WRIA 9 and Greg ruggerone 

e. Other Ruggerone work 

f. Habitat conditions and side channels in the middle and lower green 

g. The value of floodplains to Chinook 

4. Spawning related issues 
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a. Spawning locations other than the mainstem, Soos, Newaukum 

b. Gravel supplementation program information 

c. Concern of landslide and sedimentation 

d. Redd superimposition 

5. Hatchery (Not intending to further evaluate the impact of hatchery practices on 

productivity, though there are issues that could be discussed with co-managers.)  

6. Water Quality (the group decided this could be included in the water quality paper) 

7. Nearshore Issues 

a. Shoreline armoring 

b. Pocket estuaries 

c. Unpermitted armoring offsetting gains 

d. Forage fish spawning  

Kollin would like feedback on the list and receive any ideas or inputs, by Oct 12 if possible.  

 

Middle Green River Feasibility Study – Mason Bowles 

Mason presented his group’s work on the Middle Green River to identify and prioritize sites for 

restoration. The Middle Green River has high habitat restoration potential to recover Puget Sound 

fall Chinook, but projects need more detail on cost, habitat, benefits, and land availability. This 

report provides a short list of high-value projects with sufficient information to make well-

informed decisions about which ones to do first. It attempts to balance the many constraints in the 

basin as well as the many management plans (ag, flood control, salmon recovery). It takes into 

account habitat benefit, cost, agriculture conflicts, land availability, and timing of construction. The 

objectives of this project are as follows: 

1) Develop feasibility assessment model 

2) Implement feasibility assessment model 

a. Screen existing projects 

b. Develop conceptual designs 

c. Assess habitat benefits, costs, land availability 

d. Rank project feasibility 

3) Implement projects 

 

The first step of the project was to screen existing project plans. The initial list of 71 projects came 

from a variety of sources, including flood hazard mgmt plan, ERP, Middle Green Blueprint, and 

WRIA 9 Habitat Plan. Taking into account the goals of each, the screening selected 10 project sites. 

The second step was to develop conceptual designs for these projects. These were kept consistent 

with ERP to increase funding potential, incorporated process-based design elements for 

sustainability, minimized impacts to ag, and established boundary protections. The third step was 

to assess project feasibility relative to habitat benefit, cost, and land availability using multiple 

metrics and taking into account existing and future conditions.  
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The result of these steps was a final ranking for the 10 identified projects that incorporated 

habitat, cost, and land to create an overall feasibility assessment score. The assessment identified 

24 acres of potential inundated channel and floodplain area at 1800 cfs, and the total cost was 

$26,101,495 for all projects.  

Riparian Revegetation Strategy – Elissa Ostergaard 

Elissa discussed the updated revegetation strategy, which has had quite a few changes based on 

comments from the last draft. Just to clarify, the strategy includes the cost of planting and 

landowner outreach, not acquisition. It is based on a 150’ wide riparian zone, and we estimate 

that’s about half the total need though we wanted to do something relatively achievable in the 

next 10 years. The purpose of the document is to help attract funding, since many potential 

funders weren’t willing without a comprehensive strategy. About $500,000 has been awarded 

from the WRIA 9 CWM funds towards revegetation efforts, and we are trying to get more. The 

grant program is meant to be guided by this report, so grant applications located in areas 

identified by this strategy would score higher.  

Wrap up & Updates 

We’ll be sending out Kollin’s outline, Mason’s powerpoint, and the final Revegetation Strategy 

when done. The revegetation tracking app is up and running now also, and if anyone has multiple 

projects to put on the map, Elissa has a spreadsheet with the attribute table so you can batch 

upload your sites.  

Tyler Patterson- Chinook spawning in high density in the middle Green river, most likely the 

progeny of the Palmer pond fish. Many of these not marked, but may have a coded wire tag or 

thermally marked otolith. Not sure right now how many are really natural, which makes it difficult 

to get truly unmarked fish to deliver to the Soos creek hatchery. They brought in 82 unmarked fish 

from headworks to the hatchery, but about 1/3 ended up being coded wire tagged. So many fish 

coming in right now that it took two weeks to collect those whereas it usually takes the whole 

season. Overall the Chinook run seems good this year, not sure if it will meet the 5800 fish goal, 

but densities are high and the tribe didn’t net this year. A good sign since the production of 

juveniles this year was the worst since 2000.  

Matt Knox- Matt gave us a quick update on the Leber project, which just wrapped up the erosion 

control and is scheduled for hydroseeding 9/27. The grand opening for the project is next Thursday 

(10/6) for anyone who can make it.  

Mike Perfetti- Mike gave a quick update on Duwamish Gardens. The project should be done in a 

month. The marsh and plantings so far have been very successful. Currently they are working 

towards the street and finishing up planting in the upland area, working on trails, and making the 

small parking area. The ribbon cutting will likely be planned for early November. 

Joan Nolan- The upcoming pollutant loading assessment advisory committee meeting is on 

Wednesday (10/5).  

 


